Y6 Learning pack – Week 4 (4/05/2020) Summer term
Hello Y6!
We hope that you are well and we are loving seeing so many of your faces on Twitter having
a go at the challenges and other activities. We are really missing seeing you all at school
every day, but we’re glad that everyone is following the rules to keep ourselves and each
other safe. We have created another pack of work to keep you busy, so have a go at
whatever you can.
This is YOUR pack, so it can ultimately be used however you choose. We suggest that you try
and do a couple of tasks per day, but do whatever works best for you and your family. There
are also daily maths challenges and creative tasks on the Twitter page.
We know that this is a strange time for everyone and it might seem weird with your living
room now being your classroom too, but we think it is really important for you to keep your
brains ticking!
These tasks are for YOU, and are all things that you can do without an adult, however that
doesn’t mean they can’t help, it just means that you may need to do it on your own
sometimes so that they can get on with other things – remember, this is all new to them too!
If there is something that you need a bit of help with, you can ask us over twitter and we will
do what we can to help.
We hope you enjoy doing all of the activities and we would love to see the work that you
produce. All of the teachers have access to our Twitter and will check it regularly, so please
tweet us with videos and photos of the brilliant stuff you get up to! @Y6Carfield.
Everyday on Twitter there is also a Beat the Teacher Challenge which should hopefully bring
a smile to your face and we would love for you to get involved.
It will not surprise you to know that the teachers are already competing for whose class will
tweet the best work!
Thanks for doing your bit to keep everyone safe. We are missing you lots, so keep in touch
with us over Twitter.
Thinking of you all,
Miss Fordham, Mr Crossley, and Mrs Costa

Reading task 1 – WW2 Song Comprehension
I’ll Be Seeing You
I'll be seeing you
In all the old familiar places
That this heart of mine embraces
All day and through
In that small cafe
The park across the way
The children's carousel
The chestnut trees
The wishing well

I'll be seeing you
In every lovely summer's day
In everything that's light and gay
I'll always think of you that way

I'll find you in the morning sun
And when the night is new
I'll be looking at the moon
But I'll be seeing you
I'll be seeing you
In every lovely summer's day
In everything that's light and gay
I'll always think of you that way
I'll find you in the morning sun
And when the night is new
I'll be looking at the moon
But I'll be seeing you

Spicy
1. In the song, it often refers to ‘you’. Who do you think that is and why?
2. In the first verse, what does the word ‘embraces’ mean?
3. Why do you think they will be seeing ‘you’ when they look up to the
Moon?
4. What feeling do you get from the second verse? Explain your reasoning.
5. Why do you think this person chose to write a song? What is the purpose
of the song?
6. Find and copy one word that means happy.

Hot
1. Who do you think the song is about? Explain your reasons.
2. In the first verse, what does the phrase ‘the park across the way’ mean?
3. It talks a lot about the Sun and the Moon, why do you think this is?
What are they referring to?
4. What feeling do you get from the second verse? Explain your reasoning.
5. What is the purpose of the song? Why might it have been written?
6. How do you think this may differ from other popular WW2 songs? Explain
your answer.

Reading task 2 – Inference From Pictures

Reading task 3 – Comprehension

1) Look at the front cover: make a prediction about
the story by using the title and the images on the
front of the book.
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_____________________________ (2 marks)
2) Read the blurb. Clarify what a cushy retirement is.
_____________________________ (1 mark)
3) What do you think Elliot’s problems are?
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
__________________________________________
(2 marks)

Read the extract of chapter one, ‘A Not Quite Normal Day.’
4) Why has the author repeated the word ‘normal’ in the first paragraph?
________________________________________________________________________
______(1 mark)
5) Find a word that is a synonym for guided.
______________________________(1 mark)
6) What is Mr Sopweed worried that Elliot might do to the school?
________________________________________________________________________
________ (1 mark)
7) Find evidence that Elliot doesn’t want to stay at school.
________________________________________________________________________
_________(1 mark)
Grammar focus
8) Find an example of an apostrophe for contraction. ___________________ (1 mark)
9) Find 3 adjectives from the text. __________________(1 mark)
10) Find a hyphenated word in the text. _______________________________ (1 mark)
_______________________________________________________(1 mark)

Writing task 1 – Instructions
We would like you to write us a set of instructions about whatever you like. It could be a
recipe, how to play a game, how to build something, how to look after a particular animal,
anything that you like – the more unusual the better.
Your instructions must include an introductory paragraph explaining what and who your
instructions are for. You can set out the steps however you choose (e.g. bullet points,
numbers, paragraphs), but they need to include fronted adverbials of time (first, next,
then,), adverbs of manner (carefully, slowly) and imperative verbs (mix, get, stir).
You could choose to add pictures or diagrams to help make your instructions clear.
Teacher Promise!
Any instructions that are tweeted to us, we will have a go at your instructions and post
how we get on!

Writing task 2 – SPAG Dice Game
This is great game to play for 15-30 mins. You can play it on your own, or with someone at
home. You may even need to help your adult with some of the terminology!

Writing task 3 – Mini Story
Using only this picture as a prompt, can you write a mini story or the start to a story?
Think about what is happening. How did this happen? Is this person always like this?
Remember to include description and varied openers. You could even include speech!
We would love to see what amazing ideas you come up with – so don’t forget to tweet us!

Maths task 1 – Times Tables
Mild/Spicy
Timed Times Table Grid Challenge
You have five minutes to complete the grid. Find a method that will help you to get it finished.
Finished before the end of the timer? Write down the time you finished and how long it has taken you.
Time finished: _________ Time taken: ________

What number did Terry start with?

Timed Times Table Grid Challenge – Hot
Time finished: _________ Time taken: ________

Maths task 2 – Column Addition
Mild

Spicy

Using the column method, calculate the answer to these
questions.

Using the column method, calculate the answer to these
questions.

58.56 + 78.23 =

241.2 + 142.36 =

359.25 + 124.54 =

54.254 + 14.254 =

845.25 + 875.29 =

123.2 + 54.26 =

362.01 + 745.14 =

9654.2 + 45.23 =
154.23 + 452 + 159.5 =

Hot
Using the column method, calculate the answer to
these questions.

542.02 + 1236 + 125.2 =
784 + 956.62 + 124.3 =
582.125 + 1574.2 + 98.87 =
45.2 + 45.002 + 65.36 =
78458.2 + 451.36 + 25.632 =

Spicy Scorcher!

Maths task 3 – Area and Perimeter
46 m
4.8m

55 m
6.3m

Challenge: What is the area of the rectangles?
What is the difference in area?
Find a book or a cereal and using a ruler, measure it and then find the
area and the perimeter.

Maths task 4 – Revision

Maths task 5 – Revision

Topic/Creative
Nature Artwork!
We would like you to create some artwork that either uses nature, or is
inspired by nature. This means that you can do whatever artwork suits
you!
Here are some ideas, but you could do anything! Remember to tweet
us your pictures!

